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Introduction
Transmission of digitally modulated signals over bandwidth limited channels has been a topic of importance for several decades. In this situation, the receiver must compensate for channel induced intersymbol interference (ISI) in order to make reliable symbol decisions. The process of removing ISI is called equalization and any device or algorithm for dealing with ISI is referred to as an equalizer.
Conventionally, many solutions to the equalization problem have focused on estimating the channel impulse response or its inverse rather than directly estimating the transmitted symbol sequence.
Because the channel is unknown a priori, adjustable equalizer parameters are initially set assuming a known training signal is transmitted. For time-varying channels, continuous updating of the adaptive equalizer parameters can be performed by periodically transmitting a known signal or using decision directed equalization.
To more e ciently use the channel and automatically restart in case of a broken data link, the use of self-recovering or blind adaptive equalization has been investigated 1, 2, 3]. These methods estimate the channel without a training sequence by forcing the equalizer output to possess a certain property such as constant modulus or nite alphabet. Non-adaptive methods for blind equalization have also been developed based on and second and higher order statistics 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] .
These methods process the data in blocks of consecutive samples to estimate the channel response.
With the channel response in hand, the symbol sequence can be estimated using optimum maximum likelihood sequence estimation or some other technique.
An alternative to channel-identi cation-based blind equalization is blind sequence estimation 12, 13] . Here, the symbol sequence is estimated directly without the need for an explicit channel estimate. Combined with work on blind separation of co-channel signals transmitted over memoryless channels 14] , blind sequence estimation can remove ISI and separate several co-channel nite al-phabet signals. Channel-identi cation-based equalizers, on the other hand, are usually limited to the single user case.
The principle upon which block blind symbol estimation (BSE) 12, 13] is based, can also be used to develop a recursive blind symbol estimator (RBSE) 15]. Here, estimates of the transmitted symbols are produced sequentially as new data samples are collected. Prior symbol decisions are fed back to help make decisions on new symbols, a process which can simplify the implementation of RBSE relative to BSE. In this paper, we develop a recursive blind symbol estimator and discuss some of its properties. This new recursive blind equalizer is unrelated to the classical decision feedback equalizer 16] where decisions are based upon a linear combination of the received signal and previous symbol decisions. We also note that Tong 17 ] developed a recursive equalizer for a single user based on second order statistics. Our method is new in the sense that it applies to multiple users and no statistical assumptions on the users are necessary.
Most digital communication systems encode the information-bearing symbol sequence prior to transmission. Coding increases the \distance" between sequences of symbols, and using knowledge of the code in the blind equalizer should improve its performance. In this paper, we show how to exploit coded signals in an e cient manner by incorporating code structure into the recursive blind equalizer. This leads to a method for simultaneously equalizing and decoding several co-channel signals. We restrict attention to convolutional codes but our results will apply in general to trellisbased codes which are decoded iteratively (i.e., such as trellis coded modulation and turbo codes.)
Linear block codes can also be decoded using trellis techniques 18], so our results apply to them as well.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. After reviewing the data model in Section 2, the recursive blind equalizer is developed in Section 3. In Section 4 we show how convolutional code structure can be incorporated into the equalizer. Finally, Section 5 presents some representative s 1 Ts is the sample rate, and P 1 is an integer oversampling factor. The transmitted symbols s i n , are assumed to be drawn from a J-element alphabet . Initially, we ignore the presence of any coding on the sequences s i n , but in Section 4 coded sequences will be considered.
Although there are only M physical channels, the action of oversampling creates MP \virtual" channels. Collecting all samples of the array taken during the n th symbol period into an MP The parameter m can be chosen by the user to satisfy certain identi ability conditions on the user sequences 12, 13] . In the following, we assume that m is chosen so that H (m) has full column rank.
The proposed model (2) is based on several implicit assumptions that may be violated in practice.
Perhaps the most restrictive of these is that the number of users, d, and the channel length, L, be known. While d might reasonably be known in a controlled communication system, the problem of channel length determination is di cult and becomes even more complicated when multiple cochannel users are present since the channel lengths for each user may be di erent. We will return to this issue later and indicate how our method may be applied when the channels have unequal but known lengths. Unless speci ed, assume that the channel for each user has length L.
Another less restrictive assumption implied by (2) is that the co-channel users are synchronized with respect to their symbol periods. As described in 13], this assumption may be relaxed to allow asynchronous signals by including the associated delays in the channel matrix.
Recursive Blind Symbol Estimation
Since H (m) in (2) 
This equation is fundamental to the block method 12, 13] for blind symbol estimation and plays a central role in the recursive method which follows. First, G n is determined from the observed data using the left hand side of (3). Then, the symbol sequences are estimated by exploiting the orthogonality to G n illustrated by the right hand side of (3).
In a recursive approach, s n is estimated assuming the previous symbolsŝ n?1 ;ŝ n?2 ; are known.
This information is available at the receiver from previous equalizer outputs or from a known training sequence. With previous symbols available, the only unknown on the right hand side of will not be uniquely determined by (4).
Instead of (4) we can nd a similar equation that uniquely determines B n based on the sequence of matrices G n ; ; G n+Q?1 , where Q = L+m?1. We begin by making an observation about the shift structure present in the data model. Due to the memory of the channel, a particular symbol will in uence the array output for L symbol periods after it is transmitted (see (1) 
Combining (3) and (5) we have the following Q equations involving s n :
These equations indicate that the rows of B n (which are the symbol sequences) are orthogonal to the column space of G n+i for i = 0; ; Q ? 1. In other words, the rows of B n are orthogonal to the union of these spaces row(B n ) ?
Taking complements in (6) we have the interpretation that the rows of B n lie in the intersection of the null spaces of G n+i for i = 0; ; Q ? 1: row(B n )
Both of these expressions are summarized in matrix notation as,
where G n = G n ; ; G n+Q?1 ]. While (4) does not uniquely specify B n , (8) This discussion suggests that the symbol sequences may be determined as the d sequences from that are orthogonal to the columns of G n . When noise is present, orthogonality between B n and G n is lost. However, estimates for s n can still be obtained by solvinĝ s n = arg min This minimization is the basis of our recursive symbol estimation algorithm which is summarized in Table 1. A procedure for initializing the algorithm is not speci ed in Table 1 . To be completely \blind" in the sense that both the channel and the symbol sequences are unknown, a block algorithm such as BSE 12, 13] must be used to obtain initial estimates forŝ 1 ; ;ŝ N?m . Then we can proceed as above to estimateŝ N?m+1 ;ŝ N?m+2 ; . Alternatively, the availability of a few training symbols could circumvent resort to the batch algorithms.
There is a Q = L + m ? 1 symbol delay between receiving the data x n and making a decision on s n . This delay is required for forming G n = G n ; ; G n+Q?1 ].
Steps 1 and 3 in the algorithm (see Table 1 ) call for shifts. This just amounts to throwing away old data and adding the new. For example, in the shift
n?1 ; x n the rst column of X (m) n?1 is discarded, columns 2 through N ? m + 1 are shifted left, and a new column that preserves the Hankel structure is constructed using the new data x n . The shift G n G n?1 ; G n+Q?1 is done in an obvious way.
When additive noise is present, X (m) n does not have a null space. In practice, the SVD can be used to approximate G n , but computing the full SVD is expensive. Fortunately, for the problem at hand, only the c G least dominant right singular vectors are needed. In the above recursive approach, the matrices X (m) n+1 and X (m) n will be nearly the same since only one data vector x n?N+1 has been discarded from X (m) n and one new vector x n+1 added. Hence, rather than recomputing the entire SVD at each new symbol period, it is desirable to perform an update/downdate operation. The quality of the subspaces obtained from the URV/ULV decompositions is described in 31], and it is shown that the ULV yields a more accurate estimate of the null space than the URV. To date, none of the algorithms for computing two-sided orthogonal decompositions (including the SVD)
can exploit Hankel or Toeplitz structure like that found in X (m) n .
Bene ts of Recursive Blind Symbol Estimation
Among the bene ts of our recursive symbol estimator is the fact that the users separate automati- 
where z y = z =kzk 2 2 andŝ i n is a hard decision based ons i n . This least-squares approach followed by a projection onto the alphabet turns out to be equivalent to the 1-dimensional search implied by (10) for most common alphabets (e.g., BPSK, MPSK, MPAM, MQAM). Hence, optimal (in the sense of (10) 
Unknown or Mismatched Channel Lengths
We have assumed that all the channels have lengths equal to L symbol periods. However, in practice, it is di cult to determine the channel length L precisely. Furthermore, channels corresponding to di erent users may have di erent lengths. Both van der Veen 13] and Liu 32] give methods to compensate for unequal but known channel lengths in the block approach to blind symbol estimation. Next we consider how to apply the recursive algorithm when channel lengths are unequal.
Recall that the recursive algorithm is based on the fact that the symbol sequence s i n?N+m ; ; s i n?1 ; s i n (12) is orthogonal to the columns of G n = G n ; ; G n+L+m?2 ] :
for each user (i = 1; ; d). Consider the case where the channel for the i th user has length L i < L.
In this case, the sequence (12) is only orthogonal to a subset of the columns of G n given by
Hence, to use channel length information about individual users in the RBSE, we simply replace G n by G (L i ) n in (10) . Furthermore, note that the sequence (12) is orthogonal to G (L i ) n for anyL i L i .
Therefore, in applying recursive symbol estimation, we require that the channel length estimate for the i th user not be overestimated and large enough so that G (L i ) n has more columns than rows (i.e., show that when (O1) is satis ed, then good BER performance is achieved provided (O2) is not violated. The performance is almost the same when L alg is over estimated as when it is correctly estimated provided L 1 is not overestimated. This evidence suggests the validity of (O1,O2).
Recursive Blind Estimation of Coded Sequences
In this section, we study the equalization problem in situations where the co-channel signals are encoded prior to transmission. Coding increases the e ective \distance" between two symbol sequences, and exploiting this information in the recursive blind equalizer should improve its performance. There are several coding schemes that could be considered. In the discussion below, we shall restrict attention to convolutional codes.
Convolutional Coding
For simplicity, we consider a rate 1/2 binary convolutional code with memory elements. Here, inter-dependencies between the transmitted bits are introduced at the transmitter by the pair of mappings s 2n ; s 2n+1 ] = f( n ; n ) n+1 = g( n ; n ) where s 2n ; s 2n+1 are the encoded bits to be transmitted over the channel during the n th symbol period, n is the convolutional encoder input at time n, n = ( n?1 ; ; n? ) represents the present state of the encoder at time n, and n+1 = ( n ; ; n? +1 ) represents the next state of the encoder.
The convolutional encoder is a multi-rate system since the outputs are produced at twice the rate of the input. We have referenced the time indexing with respect to the information source which generates the n bits.
The map f( ; ) encodes input information bits into output channel bits. For a linear convolutional code (e.g., Figure 4 (a)), f( ; ) is linear and the map g( ; ) from present state to next state given the input is simply a shift. There are a total of 2 states. Because of g( ; ), not every transition between two states is possible and hence not every sequence of symbols is possible. E ectively, g increases the distance between feasible symbol sequences. The map g( ; ) de ning the state transitions can be expanded graphically into a trellis (e.g., 
The Viterbi Algorithm
The Viterbi algorithm (VA) is a procedure for choosing the surviving path with lowest cost among all the paths through the trellis that merge in a particular state at time n + 1. Corresponding to the j th state j n ; j = 1; ; 2 at time n is the pair ? j n ; fs j i g where ? j n is the minimum accumulated cost associated with all paths leading to state j n at time n, and fs j i g; i = 2n ? N + m; ; 2n ? 1 is the sequence of channel symbols leading to the state j n at time n which minimizes ? j n .
Corresponding to the branch connecting state j n to state k n+1 is the triple Below, we show how to compute jk n .
At time n + 1, a particular source arrived in state k n+1 from state j n if the encoder input was 
was transmitted. At the receiver, we can test the validity of this hypothesis using the pair (14) together with the symbol sequence that survived at state j n at time n. If a channel estimate was known, then the most likely pair (14) would minimize x n ?
which is the branch metric in the standard approach to maximum likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE) 33]. As illustrated in (15), both previous symbol decisions and a channel estimate are required in order to evaluate the MLSE branch metric. This leads to a large trellis which grows exponentially with the number of users d and the channel length L.
Modi ed VA for RBSE
The focus of this paper is on direct blind symbol estimation without the need for explicit channel estimates. Hence, the MLSE branch metric (15) is not applicable. In order to use the VA, we need branch metric that does not require a channel estimate. In this case, the RBSE cost function (10) is a natural choice since it does not require a channel estimate and it can be applied one user at a time. This leads to d small trellises whose complexity is xed by the code and independent of the channel length. Consider the following channel independent metric: 
This metric measures the orthogonality between a hypothesized sequence and the columns of G 2n+1 .
According to (8) , in the absence of noise the correct sequence will be orthogonal to G 2n+1 and will thus minimize the branch metric. If the branch metric in (16) is the smallest among all branches that merge at state k n+1 , then we decide that the pair (14) was actually transmitted and append it to the sequence that survived at state j n . Note that because of the trellis, it is not necessary to test every possible set of transmitted symbols. Only the feasible ones that represent state transitions as determined by g( ; ) need be considered.
In light of the above discussion, we propose replacing the standard metrics jk n in the VA with the following: Moving from time n to n + 1 is thus a deterministic procedure using the symbols labeling each branch. We summarize the algorithm in Table 2 . This algorithm is novel in the sense that it combines decoding and equalization of multiple convolutionally encoded co-channel signals all into one operation. Once G 2n and G 2n+1 are computed (Step 1), all the computations associated with each user are independent of one another (Steps 2-5). Therefore, they may be carried out on a bank of d parallel processors. Thus, the fact that the users separate provides a major computational advantage to our algorithm over approaches where a single large trellis holds information for all the users together.
The number of states in the MLSE trellis is J d(L?1) while the total number of states in the new approach is dJ .
Although we have only considered a binary rate 1=2 convolutional code, non-binary convolutional codes of any rate can be accommodated by the above framework. Trellis coded modulation as well as other schemes can also be used with our recursive equalizer. The main di erence is that the mappings f( ; ) and g( ; ) are di erent (see 34]), but the basic steps of the algorithm remain the same.
Simulations
To evaluate the relative performance of RBSE with and without use of the convolutional code structure, the following simulations were performed. A random complex MP dL matrix was used to represent the channel. We assumed that M = 4 array elements were oversampled by P = 2 and that the channel spanned L = 5 symbol periods. The symbols were drawn at random from a BPSK alphabet. In the rst simulation the algorithms' dependence on the data window length N is evaluated. A single source was used with N = 30; 60; 90. To test RBSE without coding a random 1 sequence was passed through the channel. To test RBSE with the convolutional code (denoted CONV-RBSE in the gures), the convolutional encoder shown in Fig. 4 was used to encode the information bits, and the binary encoder outputs were converted to channel symbols.
The same channel matrix was used in all simulations and was normalized to have unit Frobenius norm. The signal to noise ratio is then de ned by SNR = 10 log 10 ? 1 MP 2 , where 2 is the noise variance. Figure 5 shows plots of bit error rates (BER) versus SNR for each value of N.
As expected, the performance of RBSE with and without coding improves as the window length increases. As N increases, the null matrix G n becomes wider and more noise averaging takes place in computing the symbol estimatess i n . However, increasing N beyond a certain limit increases the computational load with diminishing performance gains. For example, the di erence between bit error rates for N = 60 and N = 90 is not as dramatic as the di erence for N = 30 and N = 60.
Also, note the signi cant performance improvement of RBSE with coding over RBSE without it.
A second simulation was conducted to evaluate the algorithms' performance for 1 and 2 users. For the two user case, the submatrix of the channel matrix corresponding to each user was normalized to have unit Frobenius norm so that each user had the speci ed SNR. Figure 6 shows BER plots for each case.
In the simulations conducted, CONV-RBSE achieves the same BER as RBSE with 4 to 6 dB less SNR at all useful bit error rates. From another viewpoint, for a xed SNR, CONV-RBSE has bit error rates that are several orders of magnitude lower that RBSE. These results suggest that exploiting code structure in the equalizer can give a signi cant performance improvement. Note also the presence of a sharp performance threshold for CONV-RBSE as the SNR decreases. For the single user case, CONV-RBSE decreases from 10 ?1 BER to 10 ?5 BER with only a 3 dB change in SNR. For two users, the e ect is even more pronounced. This sharp drop in performance is probably due to the correct path not being chosen at any state in the VA.
Conclusions
In this paper, a recursive blind equalizer was derived which estimates co-channel symbol sequences directly without an explicit channel estimate. The principle bene t of this approach is that the users separate and can be estimated independently of one another. E cient methods for up and downdating rank revealing matrix decompositions lead to an e cient implementation. The source separation property allows channel length information to be used separately for each user. 
